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Letter from the editor
Dear Readers,
The Catalyst has come a long way since my initial encounter with it back in Fall of 2013. I joined as a freshman when the first issue
was in its creation stages and saw it come to life through the hands and hard work of the editorial team. What started as a revival
movement of the original literary arts magazine became so much more within the period of one year. It wasn’t just a magazine that
got published every quarter; it became something that encouraged individuals to explore their creative intellects and collaborate
with one another from varying disciplines to produce works uniquely ours.
I lost touch with the movement soon after freshman year— only to find my way back two years later. It had a new and just as
passionate group of editors upholding The Catalyst’s mission of providing a creative outlet for the UCSB and Isla Vista community.
Seeing these souls continue to provide amazing work inspired the current editors and myself to become part of the 2016-2017 team.
Coming into our first quarter working together we had little experience, constantly asking and answering the question of, “What
would the previous editors do?” Now in our second quarter, we continue to stick close to the roots of the magazine, completing our
second issue (and tenth issue overall) as a team. It has been almost four years since The Catalyst has been revitalized and this is just
the beginning.
We would like to take this opportunity to send our heartfelt thanks to our previous editors-in-chief, Natalie O’Brien and
Madeline Lockhart, who along with their editorial support teams, provided us with the model for collaborative creation in word,
image, and design that we will continue to build on through The Catalyst in the issues and years to come.
We invite you to celebrate The Catalyst’s Tenth Issue with us. If it weren’t for you— the artist, the writer, the reader—we wouldn’t
be here.
Best,

Hannah Pham, Managing Editor
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how bear
learned to
speak
by bryson smith

II

Deep in the heart of the Ancient Forest, where the grass
grows green in the meadows and flowers bloom in the sun,
where the river runs clear and cold, and the trees reach tall
towards the sky, lived Bear.

Snow fell onto the ground and caked the tops of the pines.
The white embrace covered the land and Bear knew that it
was time to hibernate. The cold, dark grip of long sleep fell
unto him. He dreamt as long, as wide, and as far as he wandered. He dreamt of an open field, where trees should have
been. The skeletons of the trees were arranged on top of each
other and hammered, rootless, into the ground. A cave made
of wood stood in the field and smoke rose out of the top. Bear
turned in his sleep at the strange sight. His dream gave life to
the torpid breath of winter.
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He lived alone. His paws padded along trails deep into
the heart of the ancient forest-trails that followed the river
in its coldness; bringing ice down from the high mountains
after the blooming sun rose to draw snowmelt from the
Mountain tops. Sunlight came through cracks in the foliage
and caught the glimmering gossamer of the river running.
Salmon swam through the swift water trail, sometimes to be
caught by Bear. Bear’s trail ran far into the forest, winding
up through hills where the trees grew sparse. The hills gave
way to stone outcrops which rose up like a gnarled spine,
hard and bent with age, across the back of the land. Bear
stood on top of tall spires high above the forest and looked
out. He saw the rise and fall of trees, the wars between ants,
many other things of the forest. He saw a hawk swoop down
on a chick in its nest to kill it. He saw the river’s veins and
creeks collect and rush ever faster only to dissipate into the
sea. Great stretches of desert expanded beyond the horizon
down on the other side of the high mountain passes, away
from the forest. He knew there were other bears that lived in
other forests; he could feel their gaze as he looked up at the
pale orb when it shone in the night sky. He was alone. Bear
wandered far and wide, in search of nothing.

III
Light shone on the muddy ground and the last frost
hidden in the shade melted away. Birds sang and the river
swelled with ice-melt. The first flowers bloomed where the
sun warmed the glen. The grass grew green in the meadow.
The Bear awoke. He remembered his vision of the meadow
and the forest bones that grew there. He thought about the
clearing he had never seen in the forest which he walked and
saw and knew. Something new was in the ancient forest; as
the snow melted away, something had changed. Bear felt this
change; he thought of his wandering through the forest, he
held nothing in mind during his wanderings. Now he went
in search of his dream. The ancient dreams of Bears delve
deep into the earthen heart of the forest. Roots wrap around
the ventricles of the Bear Heart, calling Bears into the deep
of the wood. Bear felt the dream tucked away in the recesses
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of his mind as he wandered. Bear’s dream had changed himhe was no longer a wanderer. The processes of the forest continued around him as leaves fell to the ground, covering up
the decay on the ground. Little worms composted the dead
into soil from which the trees grew. Tree dreams came from
the death on the forest floor which changed into life. The
growth of the trees led to bird dreams, rising out of the nests
in the branches of the forest.
The unfolding dreams in different corners of the forest’s
mind coalesced the Bear dream. Bear’s meadow unseen in
his actuality was there somewhere. He became a searcher.
The forgotten dreams of the forest passed into the recess of
memory, like the dead leaves crunched and broken by Bear’s
paws as he walked through the woods.

bones. The warm glow of the fire casts light against the pale
mirrored face of the Moon. Bear walks around the rim of the
field and looks in. What does he see? The flickering orange
glow of the flames lick the outlines of grass blades. He sees
someone; a dancing form caught by the song of firelight and
transposed in the glimmering moon. Bear watches from the
dark, climbing a tree and gazing up at the myriad of lights
in the night sky. He drifts off into Bear dreams from atop
the forest.
Bear’s dawn broke. He climbed down to the canopy
floor and saw the tree skeleton’s mouth open. Bear walked
through the mouth of the cave, entering the skeleton of the
forest. He felt the warmth of the black and white rocks in the
hearth. He saw a hollow rock filled with golden liquid, brimming over. His paws grasped the rock and lifted it to his jaw.
Bear drank deep of the golden liquid which filled his throat
and warmed his body. Bear felt himself grow tall, he stood
up filling the room with his presence, as if the forest itself
took root in the dwelling which sought to civilize it. Bear left
the dwelling and entered back into the ancient forest.
There, he saw her. There stood his dream, not in form but
in actuality. What he had seen in the dark folds of winter’s
sleep had taken shape, a shape he had not encountered in all
his wanderings. Her voice called out; he heard the feeling
that he had seen in his visions. There the growth and change
of the forest danced in front of him. He heard her song, calling. She beheld him and he stood tall on his two feet and
looked back at her. Her vitality drew him in.
As they approached one another Bear felt something deep
in the heart of the ancient Bear dreams. Something that
didn’t come from the Bears, but somewhere else: a separate
half. But he felt a desire to join with this separate half, to
change and be different from Bears. He heard her song calling out:
“Oso, Oso, Oso, Oso”.
Bear had heard songs before; he caught the twilight chirp
of crickets in the grass and the cry of the hawk as it swooped
down. He heard the cries of wolves at the pale face. But he
had not heard himself before. What was the thing he was
hearing, a name? His name? “Oso Oso!” It was as if the songs
of the forest had been condensed into one sound, one sound
that he knew was him.

IV
The Dream
Passing night of winter fades. Spring sun ice melt pouring rain of March ending April May. Woman dancing in the
cold waters falling down the rocks. Mist spraying. Life, wetnesssalmon spawning- Bear eating berries bloom great red
bushes. Fox’s tail turning corners.
Everything drawing breath. alive.
Visions of the glade and the wood piled into a dwelling
place. The mind dwells on the dream even as ocular realization of the place occurs.

V
Like the waters descending from the mountains She came
down into the woods to live. She knew not of Bear and he
not of her. She chopped wood and built a home in a clearing
of the forest. She caught Salmon from the river and grilled
them over hot coals, burnt from the dead wood of the undergrowth. Her bare feet padded along the forest floor. Sometimes she huddled by the fire at night and heard the howls of
wolves, crying out to each other. She sang songs for the river,
for the trees and for the birds that chirped from their nests.
Her voice rose out of her dwelling to meet the Wolf Song.
Syllables from her music were caught in the morning dew.
The song was the dream of the forest, realized in sound, carried by the breeze through the wood. When winter came and
the ground froze and water slowed to a solid, the ephemeral
sounds were frozen. As snow fell it carried the frozen sounds
far away, dropping them onto the soft ground and surrounding Bear’s cave as he slept. His dream was born from her
song. As the ice melted her songs were released giving a signature to all things. Exhaled breaths were released into the
swiftly turning melodies of the changing season. She dug up
little tubers in the forest to eat and swung to the bees for
their honey. The honey, in jars, turned to mead,little flowers
grew along the walls of her house. In the mornings, when
sunlight came through the trees, she walked through the
woods surrounding the meadow.
Moonrise overhead, Bear feels the pull of place drawing
him in. Finally he gazes upon the meadow seeing the tree-

VI
She called to him and he came. Her vitality took him in.
She drew herself onto him, he drank deep in her as they were
together. They had been alone. She took deep drinks from
his Bear Mind and he from her mind. Naked she lay, and he
looked seeing that his Bear-ness was hidden as he laid bare
before her. They became apart of one another in the bed of
her dwelling, which had come from the dead of the wood. He
wasn’t sure who she was- another voice called out softly, her
voice, “Shamhat, Shamhat, Shamhat.” Bear grew startled as
he looked down and his flesh was there, naked and fur-less
like Shamhat, who had drawn him into her dwelling. But as
he gazed upon her face he grew calm, She who had sung a
new song, a spring song for the forest, lay on his softly rising
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chest in the calm of the woods. Shamhat looked at him and
he was not alone. But he was no longer Bear; she had called
to him, “Oso,” and she had changed him.
“I came to this forest and sang, my voice caught in frozen ice drew you here as it melted. I called out the names
of many things, carried off by the wind, naming the forest.
My nature is to give voice to the dreams of the forest. I sang
to the bees and they gave up their honey. I mixed it with
water from the river and left it in jars made of mud from the
banks. It turned to golden mead. You entered and drank it.
We drank each other in and like the water and the honey, we
changed. I held you inside of me. I gazed upon your face, and
it had changed, you are no longer Bear, I named you Oso,
and you changed. You stood tall and you resemble me now,
even though Bear is inside you, your surface has changed
like the river changes with the seasons. I think something
inside you has changed as well.”
Bear heard her words and felt a stirring in the back of
his throat, he opened his mouth and heard something new
come out:
“I have changed, my fur is gone my back is straight, my
claws are small. I can speak, I can give voice to the tall rising
trees. I can speak of the sights I have seen from the tall spires
of rock that I have stood on. I have been searcher, wanderer,
I have been alone. Now you have taken me into your home,
given me mead to drink, named me Oso. I have songs to describe what I have seen, words to name my experience, my
changes. I know what to name you, Shamhat who came into
the glade of the Ancient Forest and built a home and sang
songs of Spring. I have heard your songs, drunk your vitality, and loved you in your bed. I am changed, but I do not
know what to call this change.”
“I named you Oso, you have become more like me, you
are Bear and you are also Man, you are both forms. This
change is something you will have to name, but the change
is that you can do so, you can speak. My language, human
language, gives voice to the Ancient Forest. As Bear you are
the Ancient Forest, its earthen ventricles and your hearts are
intertwined. Now that you are also Oso, you can give voice
to the Forest, you are the Bear the Wanderer and I see that
you will become Oso, a teacher and a guardian. More will
come that look like me, but they will be different. They won’t
know the songs of the forest and its dreams like I do, but they
will speak human language. You can teach them the songs
that grew from the dreams of Bears, of Wolves, of Birds, of
Salmon, of the River and the anthills. These things will fall
to you, Oso, as you have changed and possess speech.”
“But what of you, Shamhat, who I dreamed of dancing
naked in the cold waters. You have given me speech and we
have given ourselves to each other. Will you not help me, will
you not teach these songs and dreams to those who come? I
was alone, and now I am not, you are with me.”
“Oso I see how you have changed, you have become like
a man in your form, you can speak. But I appear the same
to you. It is only appearance. I have changed. I came down
from the mountains to meet the sea, where I was born on
the foam of the waves. I will return to the sea and be born
back across some stranger tide. In the embrace of the ocean

I will be held. I am like the snow melt that came down from
high up and brought a thousand flower blooms and countless blades of green meadow grass. But the river recedes as it
is satiated by the ocean, So like the ebb and flow of the Forest
tide I, too, will ebb away from here”
Bear felt loss for the first time, already in his short time
speaking he was speechless. He heard Shamhat and as he
looked into her eyes--he saw the restless call of the whitecaps
that dance along the ocean’s surface. He knew the truth of
her words, he felt the briefness of their love. He had seen in
her in the early morning and laid with her until it grew dark.
Now the warm embrace of the sun was drawing near. The
twilight hours of dawn were fading to morning. Bear looked
at her and he felt the salt of the sea in his own eyes. She drew
him close and gave him her love one more time. They drank
deep in each other and fell back into sleep.

“I have been
searcher,
wanderer,
I have been
alone. Now
you have
taken me
into your
home, given
me mead to
drink, named
me Oso”
VII
6

Shamhat spoke, breaking the silence of morning. Bear
listened to her words;
“The shadow of parting descends on us, we have been
united inside each other for this brief instance. We cried out
at each other in passion and you learned of your voice. I released myself to you, and I changed too. Spring passes, the
water returns to the sea.”
She got up from the bed, threw open the cover on the
door. Light flooded in, cloaking her naked body in its glow.
She drew her robe, made of Spring, around her. Bear stood
up and walked outside with her, seeing his own naked body
reflected in the swirling pools of the brook. He gazed on his
own nakedness and wondered at the change. She began to
sing and the brook began to grow. Little waves gathered and
formed a sea foam ship. Her singing stopped and the babbling waters were all that could be heard. She came up to
him and kissed him. “Goodbye Oso”. She stepped onto the
sea foam ship and was rushed away by the river.

“She had left
but he was not
alone. He knew
what his
wanderings
had taught him.
He could give
shape to the
forest and
its creatures
through his
voice. He could
protect it from
what other
dreams that
may come- that
would come as
Shamhat had
told him.”

VIII
“Goodbye”, he called to the wind and the water. The
salty eyes of loss fogged his vision. He looked back upon the
dwelling and knew where it was. He was alone again. But
she had told him others would come, others who did not
know the language of the forest. Innocent to the ways of the
woods. He went back in the dwelling and looked upon the
bed where they had taken their fill of each other. On the bed
lay a great cloak that had not been there before. He took it
and threw it over him. He looked and saw his fur. He was
no longer laid bare to the world. He perceived that Bear’s
shape and Oso’s shape were one. He knew what his change
was. He could take on the Bear cloak, put on the Man shape:
he existed in both places. Like the forest which passes from
life to death in an eternal dance of reactions and oppositions which meet each other lovingly, like the river meets
the sea, Bear had become Oso, and he had become Bear. She
had left, but he was not alone. He knew what his wanderings
had taught him. He could give shape to the forest and its
creatures through his voice. He could protect it from dreams
that may come—that would come, as Shamhat had told him.
Bear could speak of the cold frost of Winter and the turning
tides that rush through the woods on Spring’s first light. He
felt his voice rise up in his mind and give life to new words,
a new beginning, which could cycle and repeat, giving voice
to new middles and ends. He thought;
Deep in the heart of the Ancient Forest, where the grass
grows green in the meadows and flowers bloom in the sun,
where the river runs clear and cold, and the trees reach tall
towards the sky, lives Oso. ▲
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drive

to him holds heavy hidden meaning: you’re back to adulthood. And adulthood doesn’t really make any sense, since
neither of you is the other’s type probably, and both know
that you have someone waiting for you back home, and he
isn’t into complicated hook-ups—at least that’s what he tells
the other guys on Grindr. But no one in this car can claim
they’re straight, and the silence of the raw wilderness wakes
the most secret parts of your mind. So here you are, listening to music full of heartache after playing uplifting rap the
entire trip.
When the car stops, it feels like one of you has to say
something or address the flashing correlation between lyrics
and reality. Follow the urge to give the other a fraction of the
truth, hoping to get something back in return. You must lift
the weight off your shoulders before it consumes you quietly. You get out of the car and follow the others into the
quiet wasteland of the desert. He stands right next to you,
his sketchbook in his hands. Behind his cheerful facade of
puns and endless curiosity, he is even more of a tortured artist than you are; both inspired by similar family struggles.
“Look,” he says pointing to the orange horizon. You wonder if he’s had the same thought of regret that you two are
not sharing the same tent on this trip.
“Wow,” you respond watching the bottom of the mountains in the distance, and because you are older, but most
definitely not wiser, you don’t know what else to say.
He smiles, while the sun touches the skin of his face that
you touched before.
When you and the others return to the car, he starts a
new playlist. ▲
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You and he are sitting in the backseat of the car, each staring into the desolation that is rolling by behind the glass.
The others open the car windows, so it’s comfortably ventilated inside, but you still feel the tension.
He has plugged his phone into the speakers and keeps
playing sad music with lyrics full of desire and unspoken
questions making your heart ache with every tone. Maybe
it’s just the surreal landscape of gigantic rocks and mountains that’s to blame for the lonely cravings of your mind,
because it makes you feel as insignificant as an ant—but you
can’t stop thinking about the texts and their meaning, and
that they seem to be perfectly directed towards you.
You watch him secretly, as the song talks about hidden
emotions and invisible barriers, asking yourself what exactly it is that’s going on between the two of you. You have
no name for the tingling feeling in your gut. The others are
commenting on the different minerals in the craters that the
car is passing right now, but you remain silent. You cannot
pinpoint what feels different when he and you are exchanging brief looks, but it makes you choke on your words and
chew on doubts. The two of you are sitting so close to each
other and have been sharing the backseat for the last couple
of days during the drives, but suddenly you feel cautious
around him. Suddenly you won’t stop thinking about how
you were shaken with laughter between sips of wine with his
head in your lap last night around the campfire. Suddenly
you’re aware of every time your hands touched. Suddenly
joking around and cold hands become an alibi for touching
him more often.
You two used to be like little boys around each other, but
now the carelessness is gone and, instead your proximity

by elliot zehms
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Neither Here nor There
By Michelle Morgante

UCSB ALUMNI ‘91

“Papa Noel? No, we don't have Papa Noel in my family. We
have Santa Claus. Really. Won't you come? It will be fun.”
Connie held the phone close to her ear, stretching out the
coiled cord so it reached all the way to her parents” waterbed.
Tammy Lee sighed.
“But Mrs. Forrester said Mexican kids don't have Santa Claus.
You guys have Papa Noel.”
Connie traced her finger over the velour patchwork of the bed
cover, following the grid of the seams dividing purple squares
from red squares from golden squares. Her mother loved that
bed cover,
"Autumn Sunset,” bought just last weekend at the Midnight
Madness sale at Sears, and Connie loved to feel its velour fuzziness on her skin as the waterbed gently gurgled under her.
"Look. I know the Mexican kids talked about Papa Noel and
all. But, we've always had Santa. I don't know. My mom told me
she had Papa Noel back in Mexico, but we've only ever had Santa
my whole life."
Tammy Lee was quiet.
"Come on. It'll be fun."
Tammy Lee clicked her tongue. "I don't know."
Tammy Lee Waddell was the new girl in town this year and
Connie had moved to the top of the popularity index at Garvey
Junior High when Tammy Lee chose to sit with her at lunch that
first day of school. They'd bonded over fashion, with Tammy
Lee oohing over Connie's fringed suede bag and Connie loving
Tammy's wooden-heeled Candies. Tammy showed Connie how
to feather her hair and Connie was teaching Tammy to skateboard.
"Come on. My dad's friends are all coming with their kids
and everything. My dad's gonna dress up like Santa and pass out
presents and stuff. There's gonna be all kinds of food, and—oh
yeah—a piñata."
It wasn't working. Tammy Lee was playing around with the
radio. Connie heard the jingle for K-BOSS, "the valley's way to
rock."
"...Come on, Tammy. Hey—remember that guy? Henry? The
one you saw working on my dad’s truck? He's gonna be here."
The radio clicked off.
Tammy Lee had thought Henry looked just like Vinnie Barbarino.
"Yeah?…Well, I could wear my new Chemin de Fers."
The truck club met once a month, usually over in Tulare, but
sometimes at one of the homes of the dads who lived in Lindsay.
The San Joaquin Stepsides. They'd met at Connie's house, the
last weekend of summer, and the Chevy trucks parked up and
down Hamlin Way, their paint waxed up like glittered candy.
Connie loved helping her dad get the truck ready for a meeting.
She shined the chrome on the fenders and, of course, the step-

sides, making them sparkle like mirrors.
Tammy Lee had come over to skate just as Henry and his
dad, the president of the truck club, chatted with Connie's dad
to make the final plans for their next club run—a drive up to
Fresno for the big valley lowrider car show.
Connie's dad drove a black truck. She'd wanted him to paint
it candy apple red, but he kept it black. He'd made up for it,
though, by taking it over to Tito's paint shop in Porterville and
having Tito hand paint flames in red, orange and yellow onto
the sides, spilling out from the front grill. It was boss.
Tammy Lee said she wasn't allowed to ride in it. It didn't have
seat belts.
Connie's mom would have to pick up Tammy Lee. Her mom
hated driving out to the ranch. The long drive through the orange grove leading up to their house always got her Grand Marquis muddy. By the time they pulled back into the driveway, a
dozen trucks were already lined up on Hamlin Way, squeezed
bumper-to-bumper all the way to the cul-de-sac. A group of
men crowded around a green truck Connie'd never seen before,
checking out the engine as they sipped on beer. It's hood was
popped up and the big V-8 purred like rolling thunder.
Tammy Lee stared at the men, her face frozen between the
feathered sides of her sandy blonde hair.
"Come on. I bet Henry's helping string up the pinata. Wanna
check it out?"
"OK." Tammy Lee walked up the sidewalk, her baby blue
Chemin de Fers giving just a bit of curve to her 13-year-old
hips.
The small house was packed with kids and moms. The truck
club wives were crowded into the kitchen, pulling foil off casserole dishes of tamales, rice, nopale salad, and Jello molds.
Little girls crowded the kitchen, too, organzing paper plates and
napkins.
"Connie!" It was Natalie, Henry's little sister. "You're here!"
"Hey, Nats! Look at you! You lost your front teeth! Just in
time for Christmas, too!"
The little girl started to sing, "All I want for Christmas..."
when she spotted her mom in the living room, unpacking presents by the tree, and darted off with a "Bye!"
It was a late Indian summer day and a half-dozen of the dads
were shooting pool in the open garage.
"Consuela, ven aqui," Connie's dad called out. "Get me a beer
from the cooler, would ya?"
Connie turned and pulled a Bud from the ice and spun around
to see Tammy Lee's pale skin as white as the cue ball. "Hey, you
OK?" Tammy Lee shrugged. Connie reached back into the ice
and pulled out a 7-Up. "Here. It's good for your stomach....Come
on, let's go see if Henry and the guys are out back."
Connie handed the beer to her dad and walked toward the
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back yard where they found Henry's dad and a dozen boys testing out the pinata strung from the oak tree in the corner of the
yard. Henry was up in the tree, straddling the branch, breaking
off dry twigs that kept snagging the rope.
"Hey, holmes, man. Watch out up there," Chuy, Connie's
uncle, called out to the teen. But Henry's dad, Enrique, said to
relax. "Calmate, man. He's cool. Look at the little man, eh? You
know he’s gonna be starter on varsity next year?"
"No shit? He's really grown up quick, man."
Connie never saw Henry that way. Yeah, he had good hair,
just like Vinnie Barbarino, but skinny like him, too, and a goofball. But Tammy Lee thought he was cute and, wait, where'd she
go?
Connie slipped back into the garage, no Tammy Lee in sight.
Not in the kitchen or by the Christmas tree.
She went back out to the Marquis—maybe she'd forgotten
something in the car?
"Hey, Consuela!"
"Yeah, Dad?"
"Connie—what's up with your little friend, huh? I need to
get into the bedroom to get my Santa costume on. I don't know
what she's doing in there. But, I saw her sitting there on the bed
and, well, maybe she doesn't feel good. Go check, m'ija."
Connie made her way through the crowd and down the
hall.
As she turned into the room, Connie saw Tammy Lee sitting
on the edge of the velour bedcover, the can of 7-Up set beside
her. She was on the phone, slouched over with the feathers of
her hair covering her face.
"Couldn't someone come pick me up?" Connie heard her say.
"No, not Tommy. Don't send Tommy....Because there's a whole
bunch of Mexicans here. The house is full of them. OK, send
Dan. Dan's good. Thanks, Mom. Bye."
Tammy Lee looked up, tears on her cheeks as her blue eyes
met Connie, who gasped as the can of 7-Up spilled over the
velour.
"Tammy!"
"Oh, god. I'm sorry. I'm sorry."
Connie grabbed a towel and mopped up the soda, already
turning the velour fibers stiff.
"What's wrong? What do you mean 'there's a bunch of Mexicans'?"
Tammy Lee kept looking down. "I'm sorry, Connie. I can't.
I, just, I don't feel well. And, well, Tommy got in a fight with a
bunch of Mexicans when we lived back in Fillmore and, well, he
would freak out. I'm sorry. I gotta go."
There was nothing more to say. Connie and Tammy walked
out to the street, where Connie pulled down the tailgate on her
dad's stepside and sat down. Tammy stood silently, next to the
shining truck until Dan, her oldest brother, pulled up in his
mud-covered Ford.
"I...I'll see you at school, alright?" Tammy said as she climbed
into the cab.
"Yeah, sure. See ya."
Connie sat on the tail gate, her skinny legs swinging crisscross back and forth.
"Hey, Connie!" It was Natalie, calling from the garage.
"Aren't you gonna come in? It's time for Santa. Come on."
"No, Nats," Connie shouted back. "You all go on without
me."
"But, it's Santa!"
" No," Connie muttered. "No. it's not. There's no such
thing."
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Missing
By

Evan Farbstein
UCSB ALUMNI ‘14
Ernesto the janitor arrived at Wilmettsville City Hall
shortly before five AM to find the building coated from
base to belfry in the posters.
The posters were the size of printer stock, and they were
organized in neat horizontal rows that overlapped like
the scales of a fish. Not a single patch of governmental grey was visible beneath the white paper coating.
Impassive, deciding whom to call, Ernesto watched
the wind free a poster from the belfry’s bell and
send it swooping through the pre-dawn sky.
The poster came to rest at his feet and he
bent to retrieve it from custodial habit,
knowing what was printed on the poster
without having to look. Like everyone
in Wilmettsville, he’d seen one before.
But I’m getting ahead of myself; City
Hall was a while into the whole ordeal.
In the beginning, the posters weren’t anywhere you wouldn’t expect them to be, and
no one paid them any attention.
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It wasn’t that the posters were ignored when they were
stapled to telephone poles and taped up in storefront windows — when they were only where expected. Some people
did stop to look at the posters, and some even lingered, trying to commit the woman’s face to memory out of a Samaritan sense of duty. Some looked around suspiciously, as if she
might leap out from behind the line of shopping carts or the
DOLLAR COFFEE ALL DAY sign. But everyone, eventually,
moved on. This was unacceptable.

As for ‘awareness’, volunteers were dispatched in pairs to
canvas the town and suburbs, asking after any info related
to the poster or the woman on them. A pair of volunteers
even knocked on my door — me, the hermit! — and asked
if I’d seen her. I told them I’d keep an eye out. What else
could I say?

Meanwhile the posters had been quietly spreading from
Wilmettsville and environs to nearby cities, then into
neighboring counties, then into those neighboring counties’
neighbors, expanding concentrically outward from the epicenter.
Then, it was City Hall. The initial interpretation was that
it was a political statement, a protest — I was told the mayor
of Wilmettsville had recently been involved in some sort of
scandal. But protests call for change, they have aims and demands, a desired outcome. There was none of that with City
Hall, there were only the posters.
(For those wondering, Ernesto was not tasked with the
posters’ removal; Wilmettsville Fire Department highpressure sprayed the posters into a greyish pulp, which was
scooped from the sidewalk and sold to Ennet Paper Co. at
a bargain, which Ennet Paper Co. dried and dyed and used
to make more paper, some of which was 8x11 printer paper,
some of which became, again, the posters.)
The posters’ coverage now stretched from coast to coast,
though I’m sorry to report their saturation was significantly
less than it had been in Wilmettsville, the priority of their
distribution having shifted from density to range: to first
outline the country, then to fill it in. Still, the kerosene had
been scattered well enough; it was time for the match.
And so: a week after City Hall, a very famous monument
in a very big city was likewise coated overnight, from top to
bottom, in the posters. I can’t say which city or monument,
for plausible deniability reasons, but you can look it up if
you like — you can bridge the gap yourself, if you catch my
drift.
When the story about the postered monument hit the
network news, the posters became a national fascination.
Every station had a daily segment dedicated to discussing
precedents and contexts and possible motivations, and their
origin theories while plentiful were categorically inaccurate.
Theorizing wasn’t limited to the media; the mystery of the
posters caught the public’s fascination, and for weeks people around the country talked of nothing else. Some were
annoyed, some were saddened, and some, of course, were
frightened. Some were even nostalgic, the strangeness and
impossibility of the posters reminding them of the strangeness and impossibility they’d looked out at the world with as
children. All were confused. Satires, viral pranks, memes,
analyses, conspiracy theories, and religious interpretations
abounded. The posters are the work of the divine, said the
zealots, and we must treat them with fear and reverence,
be they a portent of the return of the messiah and the end
of days; nay, said the humanists, this is humanity imploring itself and should be interpreted as such, as a shriek of

Channel-hopping through Willmetsville’s local access
TV stations, 7:03-7:08 PM:
“— as the Fighting Badgers look to recover from last
week’s heartbreaking—”
“— wait, there’s more! The Sicilian Scorcher comes with
three interchangeable—”
“— just the picture of the woman, and above the picture
the word ‘missing.’ There’s no biographical information
about the woman pictured, no last known location, no number to contact for tips or sightings, nothing of—”
“— for one low, low price! Call now, and you—”
“— on the fridge. I found it in the morning, it was magnetted here, right under this pizza delivery menu. But the
thing is that I live alone. And I sure as heck didn’t put no
poster on my own fridge, under my own Sal’s Pizza menu.
And the door was locked and there was no broken windows
or nothing. So I don’t—”
“— horrific facial burns—”
“— I sure as [BEEP], sorry, heck, I sure as heck didn’t put
that poster there. And my friend Johnny he says he saw a
telephone pole over by Larkspur covered with ’em. The posters. Like covered from top to bottom. Which is— ”
“— ‘melted’ doesn’t even begin to describe—”
“— something strange, and perhaps even sinister, about
these posters—”
“ — certainly scorched, but there’s nothing even remotely
Sicilian about maxillofacial skin grafts—”
“— have not received any missing person reports as of late,
though they do ask that anyone with information about the
posters or the woman please call the Wilmettsville police tip
hotline. That’s all we’ve got for now. I’ll keep you posted, pun
intended, on any developments. For Channel Six, I’m—”
In the wake of the local news stories, and under mounting pressure from a concerned populace — Wilmettsville
being a love-thy-neighbor kind of place — the Wilmettsville
Rotary Club organized a search-and-awareness effort, the
search portion focused primarily on the woods at the edge
of town. It was these woods that the thin-skinned Wilmettsville High substitute teacher Mr Treblecher had huffily taken
off into four years ago, after an unruly third period Algebra 2
class, and had been discovered three days later, still in a tizzy, tearing pages from a Pearson textbook to use as kindling
and — let’s just say sanitary paraphernalia. This being the
only other missing person situation in local memory, it followed in a small-town logic sort of way that this was where
the woman would be discovered too.
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pain or as the mournful chorus of a kaddish, as an apology
or perhaps even as an uncontrollable expression of joy, and
we must seek to comfort or contain this needy part of the
whole.
And still the posters were appearing across the country, leaping canyons, climbing mountains, fording thrashing whitewater, crossing desolate and impassive flatlands,
breaching the thickest forests, appearing under the windshield wipers of cars whose drivers removed them only to
find, after a bathroom stop four hours and hundreds of miles
away, another poster in precisely the same spot, showing up
overnight in rooms locked from the inside, the water-cooler
talk of offices across the country, insinuating themselves
into discussions in the warehouse break room and on the
floor of the Senate. No boundary, natural or human, could
contain them: here was a mystery that was at the same time
national and personal, common and elite. For the first time
this young century, Americans from every plain and corner
of the country were united — united in bafflement.

Like every trend, though, the posters ran their course. I
knew they would — but foreknowledge is not acceptance,
and the posters’ descent from the national stage upset me
greatly.
That’s not to say I didn’t understand. I understood. Confronted with a sleek and impregnable mystery, whose hairline fractures are too small to dig one’s fingers into, there’s
only so much speculation possible. If it won’t break open
then what’s the use of prying at it? Speculation about the
posters fell to the PhD candidate, the pundit, the pop historian, the enthusiast. The vast swath of the public had
moved on; there were other intrigues to be had. A politician humiliated herself on camera. Celebrities married
and were unfaithful and divorced. A hurricane struck
the southeast and left ample photogenic devastation in
its wake. Humongous man-made crystalline structures
began appearing in Kenya and Tanzania, unattributed.
Some sports teams won, others

lost, some players played well and others played poorly.
The posters fell from their posts. Some ended up in art
galleries, or tucked away in boxes of mementos along with
newspaper clippings and love letters. But most became trash,
just more refuse blowing around the streets, clogging gutters and collecting in sad neglected little piles in the corners
of empty lots.
It was in Wilmettsville that the posters had first appeared,
and it was in Wilmettsville the mystery of the posters was
alive the longest. The city council voted to change the WELCOME TO WILMETTSVILLE HOME OF THE FIGHTING
MUSKRATS sign along Highway 32 to read HOME OF THE
MISSING WOMAN, but the sign was relegated to a commemorative plaque at City Hall, for budgetary reasons,
which was then further relegated to an explanatory piece of
paper taped to the Hall’s front door. Talk turned to the upcoming fall harvest festival, and in Wilmettsville, too, the
posters and the woman on them were mostly forgotten.

And then, you showed up. Your skin was tanned and you
were wearing strange, exotic robes; you must have been very
far away if it took you so long to hear about the posters.
“Did you do this?” you asked me.
I didn’t answer.
“I miss her, too,” you said. And there were tears in
your eyes — so much like hers!

Margaret
Applebaker
By Peyton Yen Stotelmyre
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Minced garlic. Onions. Oregano. Fresh basil. Salt.
Now where was that can of crushed tomatoes?

harmed her. By some incredible stroke of luck, he never impregnated her, either, and their relationship just dwindled
off when he went off to college. It was harder for Margaret
than it was for him.
After several simple and sexually charged relationships
over the next decade, Margaret met her current husband one
night at a bar downtown, and they got hitched and ran away
together. They’d been happily married for thirty years now.
So, to sum it up, Margaret Applebaker never knew much
about independence. She never regretted her overwhelming
desire to constantly be in love and and in the company of
a man, because nothing had ever happened that made her
regret it. She’d never had a job, or any real hobbies, but she
found nothing wrong with this. She was happy. She’d had
two children who’ gone to college and found love. They were
happy. It was simple.
Margaret’s brother often pulled her aside and sat down
with her when he invited her over for dinner parties. He
tried to restrain her from drinking any wine and he’d sit
her down, and look at her with this pitiful expression that
Margaret so terribly resented. He’d ask her, “Do you want
anything?” And Margaret would just smile. She’d tell her
brother she was fine with the life she lived, and how was
Karen? And the boys? And we should really go visit Mom
sometime soon. And her brother would smile a tired smile
and pat her head and say, “Oh, Margey.”
Margaret was very popular at her brother’s dinner parties. She had a way with people. She had a natural pinkish
tint to her cheeks, and a smile that painted rows of straight
white teeth across her face. She was charming and kind, and
often a preferred confidant for her brother’s friends. They
told her stories and she listened with sympathetic eyes and
reassuring, motherly caresses. She was a very good listener.
She didn’t know why, but she often brought people to tears.
Margaret was interrupted from her thoughts by the muffled sound of the garage door screeching open. She clicked
off her electric stove and gave the sauce one last stir. At the
sound of keys clinking and shuffling, Margaret gasped, released a high-pitched giggle, and dropped her spoon all at
once in a strange girlish spasm.
Her husband walked through the door and Margaret’s
whole body tensed up at the familiar sound of his shoes
clinking on the tile. The sight of his face struck something
inside her, and she began to radiate happiness in the form of
girlish screeches and laughs. She ran up to him, wrapped her
arms around his neck, and gave him a long wet kiss.
Her husband smiled his wide charming smile. “Ms. Margaret Applebaker, oh how I’ve missed you!” he exclaimed
passionately. “And something sure smells delicious!”
“Oh dear, oh dear. You have no idea how much I’ve longed
for this moment,” Margaret cooed, barely able to contain her
excitement. “Come in, come in! I’ve made spaghetti with my
famous marinara sauce!”
Her husband gave her another kiss before taking off his
work shoes and throwing his coat on the couch next to the
coat rack.
Margaret hummed some more in that high-pitched buzzy
tone. She spooned noodles onto plates and plopped heaping

Margaret Applebaker sashayed around her freshly
bleached tile kitchen, humming “When the Saints Go
Marchin’ In” in the high pitched buzzy tone her husband
always told her he loved. Margaret grinned. She opened her
cutlery drawer, extracted a fresh spoon with her long ruby
red fingernails, and shut the drawer with a swing of her hips.
Still humming, she stirred the bubbling marinara sauce and
then slowly lifted the sauce to her lips. She frowned before
adding an additional two tablespoons of sugar to the frothing pot.
Her husband was coming home from a business trip that
evening. He’d been gone six weeks in Atlanta trying to recruit investors for a new product he’d created for his company’s line of pet clothing. It was really quite brilliant, actually,
and Margaret welled with pride when she spoke about her
husband’s entrepreneurship in doggy shoes.
Margaret loved her husband endlessly, and her life without him felt so overwhelmingly alone. As much as she tried
to forget about him sometimes, and enjoy life on her own,
her heart invariably overpowered her mind. Every night she
spent without him, her wicked heart reached out in crazed
desperation for someone, anyone, that wasn’t there. She was
driven to insanity by the spell of her own loneliness.
Many nights, as she heaved heavy sobs into her husband’s
unused pillow, she thought back to her childhood. Young
Margaret had gone through childhood void of romantic endeavors, as most children do. She grew to the age of eleven—
it startled her to think…alone—as in, without a romantic
partner. And she had been… fine?
When she had turned twelve, she met S. J. Atkins, a gangly seventeen-year-old boy from the hardware store with a
bad case of cystic acne. He’d wooed her by singing vulgar
rap songs to her in aisle 17 on his breaks.
S.J. told her stories about how he’d regularly steal alcohol from his parents’ liquor cabinet. This had been a practice
between him and his friends since they’d turned the becoming, masculine age of 11. They’d go down to the beach and,
in drunken stupors, shout profanities at married women.
The more married, the more fun. Margaret would laugh at
his stories, and admire his bravery.
In the mornings, S.J. and company would smash the
glassy brown bottles by throwing them at sea birds lounging on the cliffs. 10 points if you killed one! Margaret would
smile and admire his brawn.
Margaret lost her virginity to S.J. Atkins at the age of
thirteen. Margaret never once thought that this may have
been a poor choice for the ultimate cause of her life, as the
sex made her feel a complete devotion to S.J., and she found
a strange purpose in this. The complete vulnerability of sex
at such a young age made Margaret feel as if she was nothing more than something for S.J. to completely indulge in,
and she gave herself up to him. And, she guiltily admitted to
herself, she enjoyed it.
Luckily, S.J. had been a fairly nice boy (as boys of his
type can possibly go) and he treated her decently and never
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portions of tomato sauce on top. The red sauce spilled into
the crevices of the noodles quickly, as if Margaret’s pure joy
made everything a regulator for the energy of her husband’s
returning.
Margaret and her husband sat down together, and he immediately began speaking in the animated, entertainer way
he always did.
“Oh, honey, you wouldn’t believe how beautiful it was!
The guys and I had so much fun. You’d be mad if you knew
summatha stuff we did, baby,” he said with a chuckle. “And,
oh, after our big meeting, when we gotta bunch of investors
on board, we gotta see a baseball game! We should really
move there, honey. It’s great. Now that the kids are out and
all. Jim and I were seriously considering it.”
Margaret nodded occasionally, and happily, but mostly
listened, and took pleasure in the sweet sound of his voice
filling her ears. He rambled on and on, telling stories about
his friends and his new product. She dutifully piled his plate
with hearty mounds of spaghetti whenever the portions
looked low.
“And so,” he continued with a passionate story, “this one
investor’s bein’ a real nut to crack! But, I suck it up, I tell him,
c’mon, these doggy shoes are the future. Your dog’s paws
get hot, don’t they? You love your pup, don’t you? Y’gotta
put some money down! I’m tellin’ ya, people are more and
more into the health and wellbeing of their pets. Sales will
skyrocket! You and me, I said, we’ll be rollin’ in dough!”
Her husband, amused by his own escapades, chuckled and
choked momentarily on a noodle. “Agh!” He cried, extracting it from his throat, and flinging it across the kitchen so
that it landed on the framed portrait of Margaret from her
high school years across the hall. It clung to high school
Margaret’s forehead, and dangled from high school Margaret’s left nostril.
Margaret smiled stiffly.
“But still,” her husband went on, “he wouldn’t budge! It’s
like, my charm—you know, honey, my charm—it just wasn’t
registerin’ with him. Like, his face was just so…blank.”
Margaret had to admit, most people could not resist her
husband’s innate charm. She couldn’t. He’d swept her off her
feet the first night they met at the bar downtown. He was
popular among her brother’s friends, too. He emitted the air
of a movie star, or a talk show host.
Margaret asked softly, “So, what did you do, sweetie?” She
spoke her words meticulously, as if each one were a careful
gift she prayed he would enjoy.
Her husband slurped loudly. “I killed him.”
“What?”
“I killed him.”
“What?”
“I had to.”
“You—”
“I couldn’t look like an idiot in front of my guys. He was
one of the first investors we spoke to. He was startin’ to get
real mouthy too.”
Margaret’s senses heightened abruptly. The soft clanking
of a fork scratching at china. The sickly sweet smell of her
marinara sauce. The hot, sticky feel of the room. A pain well-

A
ing in her chest.
Then there was a silence. Margaret’s mind went blank.
Then, like the dripping suspense of a bomb bursting into
outrageous explosion, the small sensations Margaret felt in
that room accumulated into an exploding loudness, and all
at once it filled her ears like a raging, scalding hot river. It
pounded through her veins and washed over her viciously,
making her face hot. She sat, unmoving, staring at her husband, who ate nonchalantly. The river flowed and crashed
through every part of her body. She felt a stunning uncertainty, a perplexing confusion, one she had never felt before
in her life. She felt unsure of what to say, what to feel, or what
to do. The river thrashed inside her.
She noticed that one of the light bulbs in the living room
flickered incessantly, with a strange unpredictable energy,
spurring an annoyance that gave her the strength, or will,
to speak.
“You said this would never happen again.”
“Look, honey, it won’t. I know how upset it makes you. So
I won’t do it again. I swear.”
“And...you just…got away with it? Just fine and everything?” Margaret heard an unfamiliar rise in her voice.
“Woah, woah, calm down, sweetie.” He smiled his charming smile as he placed his dish in the sink. “You know me. I
know what I’m doing.”
He gave her a kiss on the forehead. His lips felt soft like
the petals of a tulip. Margaret felt the river calm. He kissed
her neck. It was just a simple creek.
“I love you,” he said.
“I love you too,” Margaret Applebaker responded.
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The Lion
by baily rossi

The curtain ebbed and flowed with the passing breeze
outside the open window. The cement outside was wet with
rain, mixing a metallic scent with the crisp night air. You
longed for those nights in Southern California. After hours
of rain and cloudy skies, you long to see the green rolling
hills the next morning. You long to smell the fresh replenishment of that which was dry.
It was nearly ten and I could feel my eyes begin to droop
down onto my cheeks. There was a half empty wine bottle
wedged between my legs that I periodically un-pinched and
brought to my lips, sucking down its sweet contents as I
listened to Sophia speak. Or would I use the word preach,
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considering her words felt soft like prayers. I don’t believe in
God, but I believe in prayers.
“He’s so up in the clouds and spacey, I just don’t know if
that’s what I’m looking for.”
I swallowed the three-dollar wine that stained my lips
and choked out, “Well, you could always tell him you’re worried about the separate directions you two are going in.”
“But I don’t want him to feel bad about being the way he
is, and I feel like he’d drift with me wherever I went anyways.
He’s an air sign, so that makes sense.”
“Ah, that explains everything!”
I smiled to myself as my eyes glued themselves to the top
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“This is a place I never want to
leave. This is something I never
want to lose sight of. How do I
hang onto this? How do I dangle
on this thread of time long
enough until it snaps?
THESE MOMENTS ALWAYS SNAP.”
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of my wine bottle. Did it explain anything? I love astrology,
but wasn’t convinced it explained why Sophia and Robert
were having issues. I pressed my back deeper into Dylan,
who sat beside me. My body was turned slightly into his, so
I could feel the strong presence of his rib cage as it locked
into mine.
Dylan’s right arm was draped around me, while his left
hand held his own bottle of cheap wine. I looped my left arm
around his bottle in hopes of stopping it from spilling all
over the couch. It was a blessing Sophia had offered us her
home for two nights, and the last thing I wanted was for one
of us to spill bright red wine all over her roommate’s white
couch.
I felt the push of his breath as he leaned towards me and
pecked my cheek.
Sophia began packing a bowl for herself as she spoke,
“Yeah, air signs never know what they want to do with their
lives. It just makes me feel unsure about our future together.”
She lit the bowl and creamy smoke fluttered up the bong’s
shaft. It was painted blue, covered in Van Gogh-esque stars
that dripped down the glass tube.
I spoke, “Well, what are you?”
Sophia lifted her head and pursed her lips, blowing out a
jet stream of smoke. She lowered her head and her eyes went
heavy, “I’m an Earth sign. Full-fledged Capricorn, actually!”
She coughed a bit and set the bong back on the side table
next to her.
I lifted my body up from Dylan’s, carefully unwrapping
my arm from around his bottle, “So you have strong roots!”
“Yes! I feel a strong connection to my foundations.”
I brought the bottle to my stained red lips and took a
quick swig. As I brought the bottle back down, I kept it in
my right hand, “You’re rooted to ideas and aspirations that
give your life meaning.”
“Exactly!” She leaned back and closed her eyes, “I just
want someone who returns that purpose. I don’t know if I
can be with someone who doesn’t know where he wants to
be. But I love the hell out of him!”
“Like, if you were a tree, rooted in the Earth, he’d be the
breeze that ruffles and plays with your leaves. He makes you
feel good.”
Sophia grabbed my wine bottle and took a swig, “Yes!
That’s exactly what I mean.” She looked at me with shocking
realization as she returned the bottle back to my hands.
We all sat quietly for a minute. I felt my mind drifting
with the curtain in the window. It was white and silky, like
a memory purified by the forgiving nature of time. My body
was a bit numb from the wine, unaffected by the cold air
entering the room, but my mind was chilled by that cold
question that crept up every time the room fell silent: “Is it
meant to be?”
Was anything meant to be? I’ve never given into provocative Destiny, but Coincidence was a prude. If life is supposed
to be balanced, then I’m forced to dwell in a world that has
no certain answer for my question.
I broke from my thoughts as the couch springs squeaked
with Sophia’s shifting body. She pushed herself off of the

couch and walked into the kitchen.
“What are you?” She asked.
“I’m a Leo,” I replied.
Sophia began washing dishes, “The lion—full of passion
and courage. And many questions for that passion and courage.”
I leaned myself back into Dylan once more, “That’s what
they tell me!”
“They don’t need to tell you. You just are. You are such a
Leo, you are so full of fire!”
Dylan spoke, “Are Leo’s fire signs?”
“Yes.”
“I’m a fire sign.”
Sophia walked back to the couch and grabbed her phone,
“What are you?”
“I’m an Aries. I think it’s the ram.”
She flipped the phone over in her hands a couple of times,
speaking slowly, standing above the both of us like a prophet
on a mountain: “Hm, the lion and the ram. That’s kind of
funny.” She laughed and turned towards her room, saying it
was time for bed.
Dylan and I were left to make our bed on the couch, putting down a couple of blankets on the white surface and covering ourselves with a few more; the room was cold because
we couldn’t seem to get the window closed.
We laid curled into one another, face to face. The room
was dimly lit by the Christmas lights that trimmed its edges
and the only sound was the cars buzzing by outside. Our
noses pushed into one another firmly and our mouths came
together slowly. When we finally parted I turned my body
away from him and he curled his body into the back of mine,
softly nuzzling his face into the nape of my neck. I don’t believe there’s a feeling quite like being held tightly, someone
you love pulling you in closer to a space you can both fill
together. In this space, you transcend that which is physical and enter that place you haven’t dared stepped foot in
in ages: the mind of the other. You lie with your bodies so
closely tied into one another, bound together in this eternal
moment of living, and the only thing on your mind is what
could possibly be in that of the other.
I pondered in silence for a bit as I counted the seconds
between his warm exhales. They hit my neck like blasts from
a heater, warming the length of my spine and leaving a dewy
moisture that I could feel melt as I shifted:
This is a place I never want to leave. This is something I
never want to lose sight of. How do I hang onto this? How do
I dangle on this thread of time long enough until it snaps?
These moments always snap.
I heard him whisper something softly.
“What?” I asked.
He cleared his throat and spoke a little louder, “I think it’s
cool Sophia has so much faith in Astrology.”
“Yeah,” I replied, “I liked talking about it. I think it’s interesting.”
I kept my eyes shut, not sure what he was trying to say. He
spoke again, “It’s cool she believes in something so deeply.
Or at least enough to let it explain her relationships with
others.”
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“LIKE RAIN,
THERE’S SO MUCH OF US EVERYWHERE.”
I turned over so I was facing Dylan again. Our noses
rubbed together softly and a kept my voice low, “Do you believe in any of it?”
“Yeah, I think Astrology is super interesting. I just don’t
know if I’d attribute it to why you and I are a good or bad
couple. Doesn’t that seem ridiculous?”
His arms slowly loosened from around me and his left
hand landed on my waist.
“I don’t know… I guess if it makes sense to her, that’s all
that matters.”
He was silent, not even breathing loud enough for me to
hear.
I spoke again, “I guess some people view the Zodiac like
some people view their God.”
He began shifting, moving his right arm from under my
torso and tucking it under his head. His left hand still rested
on the dent of my waist, “Yeah, I agree. But even religion
seems ridiculous sometimes.”
I am not religious, and I haven’t been since seventh grade.
Dylan is not religious, but that was a more recent realization
of his.
“Does that bug you?”
“What?”
“That you don’t really buy into that stuff anymore.”
He was silent for a long time. I brought my hand up to the
side of his face, rubbing my thumb under his left eye. His
cheeks felt damp like the rain-drowned world outside.
“It’s okay, you know. It’s okay to change your mind on
these things.”
He moved his face and left hand simultaneously, grabbing
my hand on his cheek and bringing to his lips. He kissed it,
then held it on his chest—I could feel his heart speaking:
“Sometimes it feels super shocking; to think about the person I was and who I am now. It has that weird night and day
feeling. But that’s okay, it’s just really hard to imagine now.”
“What’s hard to imagine?”
He took some seconds to reply, like he was distracted by

the rhythm of his heart. Finally he said, “It’s hard to imagine
anything. I think about life and my future, and I get this
horrible feeling that nothing’s going to stick, like my hands
can’t grab onto anything without it slipping away. I just feel
very confused about it all, that’s all.”
I felt my heart beginning to speak. I felt the conversation
between these two separate beings begin, flooding the gap
that exists between who he is and who I am.
I love him, my heart said. I love him.
I put my nose to his, my mouth beginning to move, “Life
kind of feels like a gimmick.”
“Yes. Sometimes it does.”
“But I still believe it’s all a choice, so don’t buy in.”
“Yeah, I get that. But it’s a hard thing to not believe in
anything.”
You’re so smart, I thought.
I thought Love was dead before Dylan wandered into my
life. I say Love with a capital “L” because it’s the biggest thing
we have in this world. I felt that Love had become the biggest gimmick of them all, put in the hands of the selfish to
destroy those who felt deeply! Nothing silences your heart
more than this loss of Love, not even the loss of God. This is
the mundane tragedy of existing because it happens to all,
but is felt by only one.
But then Dylan wandered in.
In this moment of thought, thinking with Dylan, I
thought about his favorite book, Catcher in the Rye. I suddenly understood what it meant to be a phony by seeing what
it was not. Dylan is no phony.
I believe in you. You’ve changed everything!
I kissed his lips, “Well, Love is my religion, and I believe
in this.”
I could feel his smile spread across his face. He kissed me
back, “I like that. I believe in this, too.”
“Then you have something to believe in!”
Dylan replaced his right arm under my neck and moved
his left hand to my cheek. We laid there in the darkness to-
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gether, wrapped up in our mortal preoccupations, yet so decided on living in this moment together.
I’ve been told these moments are fleeting, like fluttering
pieces of paper whirling above my head. I’ve always wondered how I’d reach out and catch them all. How could I ever
catch the right one?
I watch our moment flutter away from me, brushing my
fingers and floating across a bounding eternity, to a place I’ll
never reach. And I finally understood the beauty in watching a moment flee.
“I love you,” he said.
I’m in love with you, I thought.
But I felt too vulnerable to say that in our moment. Instead
I said, “You and I are two separate worlds that are destined
to move towards one another. Our place in this universe is
thrown off by the gravitational pull of existing: the bits and
pieces of life that change the course of our destination. And
though our old worlds crash into one another and destroy
everything known before, there is hope. Our fates feel irreversibly sealed, but how would new worlds form without
the scraps of our broken boundaries? The remnants of what
could have been becomes the base of what could still be.”
We sat silent for so long that I thought he had fallen
asleep. Dylan’s eyes were closed and his breath mixed with
the sound of the wind outside. The slow howl of the world
ushered itself into my mind, but all I wanted to do was hear
the human noise of the person next to me.
My eyes closed and I felt my thoughts growing more surreal as the silence continued. Strange images flashed through
my brain, the way the world’s colors flash by your car window. How would I ever take it all in?
Then he spoke, “You’re going to write an amazing book
one day.”
In that moment, I only wanted to write about him. In that
moment he believed in me, and in that moment he was the
only eternal thing in that room: I believed him.
I don’t know if he fell asleep right after that, but I couldn’t

help but lie awake. The rain had started outside the window
again and I could hear it beating down on the sidewalk. I
wanted to wake Dylan up and tell him to come play in the
rain with me, like I used to do as a kid. I used to take off my
clothes and run around the backyard, until I got too tired and
glued my body to the ground. I’d lie down in the grass and
let the rain softly kiss my body, enjoying the way it poured
on me. There is no greater comfort than being poured on.
But I didn’t wake him up, and I didn’t go play in the
rain, because I suddenly felt so warm; all the wind and rain
couldn’t change that. I felt fire ignite in my bones and it has
yet to extinguish. I felt the fire burning in the person next to
me, and felt the fire of a new world growing.
We are so many people.
I don’t really know what direction all of this is going—
where we are going. I feel like I’ve began a road-trip with
no destination, hoping I end up somewhere worthy of the
experience itself. Who’s to say there are any promises in this
life?
But I have this strong premonition that if this relationship
ends, it will end somewhere good. And the word “premonition” is rarely associated with the word “good”, but I feel that
all of this is rare—deeply rare. Our love smells like the Earth
after a strong rainstorm, the metallic scent of wet cement as
it dries. The skies clear and I can see beyond that which is
presented to me.
I know it will rain again, but it will be on new earth. This
new world will be the overgrowth that buries the past; a past
so vastly different than the present we stand in, now. Rain
fell from the sky to the dry Earth, and out came the green.
We are both fire signs, and I think we’re going to burn
down the old world together. I cannot wait to create a new
world, with you.
Like rain, there’s so much of us everywhere.
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His Father’s World

By Christain Tranberg
AT THE END OF THE DAY,

he was afraid. He would never ever admit
this, partly out of pride and partly out of
self-protection, except for few rare moments when the fear would become too
much for him to bear. No one had ever
taught him how to handle his inner life.
Instead, he had been trained to put a
wall around his thoughts, to fight the
sensations, to man up, to take control
and to win. As the fear would start to
build and circulate deep in his abdomen, like a coil of hot and cold snakes,
a wall of noisy thoughts would encircle
his mind and cloud his judgment. They
would roar at him and he would try to
scream back, face flinching and hands
gripping tightly in resistance. By night,
the thoughts would tell him the opposite
of what he told himself by day.
In these rare nocturnal instances, he would
roll over and turn to his wife. Sometimes, hugging her and pressing his face closer to her warm
skin would calm the storm of thoughts. A heavy
sleeper, she seldom woke and he preferred it that
way. Sometimes, this wasn’t enough. He would turn
to wake her up and beg for her to tell him about his
life, to remind him of his success and his place in the
world. His wife was used to this by now, but it scared
her, too. She grew up with strong men and she couldn’t
stand to see strong men tremble--it disgusted her.
Years down the line, he had noticed a pattern. The fear
had a tendency of showing up when change occurred in his
life or around him. When his children moved out of the
house, he had tried to keep them close. When he divorced
their mother, he had fallen in love again shortly after.
Once, when a tailor lost his suits, he bought
twice as many identical ones from
a competitor the next morning. Things around
him had to be accountable, and this
is why he loathed
change. Fear was
the strongest of his

weaknesses. Change would summon this fear, so change was
bad. Yet here he was, trying to go to sleep in a new bed, in a
new house, in a new city, and the fear was washing over him
once more.
It was four in the morning when he rolled on his side
and looked at his wife. Sunken eyes revealed the passage
of time on her face, buried under wrinkled sheets. She had
no problem sleeping in their new bed. This time he decided
not to wake her and sat up on
the edge of the bed, shutting
his eyes tightly. He put his
face in his wrinkled palms and
clenched his jaw. The thoughts
bombarded him and he shook
his head violently, pinching a
nerve in his neck. Tonight, the
thoughts had his father’s voice.
Fuck, he thought, as he opened
his eyes and looked out the tall
windows of his new bedroom.
He caught a glimpse of the
dark capitol, still asleep and
silent. He hated that. He was a
day person, a sun man, a summer baby. Night was the realm
of doubt and he despised it. He
wanted so badly to be in his old
bed, in his old house, with his
familiar sheets and furniture;
familiar sounds and smells, old
routines and rhythms. Here,
everything was new and everything smelled new.
He got up, put on his robe,
and walked around the bedroom, circling the rug and
making fists with his naked
toes. He looked for his phone,
but couldn’t find it. This made
him angry and he let out an aggressive moan. Everything was messed up. He grabbed an
unread newspaper, rolled it up, and slapped the bed cover.
His wife twitched, but didn’t wake. He put on slippers and
made his way to the living room, which was lit by a dim
lamp in the corner behind a fern. He had instructed his wife
and the people around him not to turn that lamp off, day or
night.
Then he turned on the television and clicked through
channels. He came across a film where two young men were
walking hand in hand down a New York avenue at dusk.
They seemed drunk to him, or on some kind of drug, for the
taller boy was caressing the other’s neck. They soon began
to kiss each other, swerving down the sidewalk, laughing
on their way home to fuck. His stern face, not so stern any
longer, just stared at them. He felt nothing but fear at first,
then he felt alone. He didn’t understand this world anymore.

He had grown up in a vastly different one and in the span
of decades, he had seen it change to the utterly unfamiliar.
Why was the world becoming so weak? Why were the values
he had held as permanent and titanic collapsing before him?
How long could he go on like this?
He turned the television off and went to stand in front
of the window. He crossed his arms and held himself. This
move was a change for the worse and he felt an overpowering
nostalgia for the past. He wasn’t religious, but the cross now hanging on
the living room wall reminded him of
his father and his father’s world. He
knew little, but he knew how to fight
and he would fight for his father’s
world as long as he was alive. He
would fight the fluid, weak, relative
and sensitive change, which he saw
corrupting the world around him.
Looking at the capitol, he thought
of old castles where kings lived, and
their hard walls that kept out the
strange. There is no strength in sensitivity, he thought. Then he thought
of his daughter and her friends who
all seem so different from him and
his friends, when he was young. This
made him sad.
Whatever doubt he had, looking
out at the country from his new office,
he vowed to himself to fight and fight
and fight. What else could he do?
He only got a few hours of sleep
that first night. He fell asleep on the
couch, looking at the land as the sun
came up. It was an alien dawn. His
advisors woke him with coffee and
breakfast, the breakfast he had eaten
every day for decades, and as he rose,
he shook off the night and found comfort in his worldviews once more. His
mind was fixed and rigid by day and would banish the night
with an angry, hard strength that could only be created by
fear. His wife joined him in his office, stroked his upper arm
and, smiling, said
“Good morning, Mr. President.” ▲

“He felt nothing
but fear at first.
Then he felt alone.
He didn’t understand this world
anymore”
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ALTERNATIVE PROSE PERFORMANCE PIECE

The Real Housewives of
Stepford:
By Amy Chase
[D.A.I.S.Y. (Domestic Artificial Intelligence made to Serve
You), is the latest model in a line of female housekeeping robots. Factory fresh, she is booting up and explaining her instructions manual to her new owner. Slowly, she begins to lose
her neat and composed façade, revealing that she might not be
the perfect homemaker she was designed to be.]
D.A.I.S.Y.: [Pleasantly, smiling] Hello, and thank you
for purchasing your very own C-2000 model from the Coba
Corporation, where we bring the future into the past as a
present for you. I am a Domestic Artificial Intelligence made
to Serve You, but you can call me D.A.I.S.Y. Or sweetie. [She
winks.] You may speak to me in any manner you deem appropriate.
Please allow me to explain the features and instructions
of my particular model. In addition to over one thousand
languages, I am programmed with an immense knowledge
of cooking and baking recipes, for those late nights at the
office or [her smile briefly drops and her tone becomes bitter]
when you cannot be bothered to make dinner for yourself.
[Her smile returns.] I am also 250% more efficient at cleaning the household than the standard human being, and do
not produce exhaust or refuse, making me one of the most
economical and effective forms of housekeeping you could
own, [again, tonal shift] apart from cleaning up after yourself. But you are a busy, working man. It is understandable
you would require someone else to maintain your domestic
standards of sanitation. That is why you invested in Coba
Corp technology and not a third rate babysitter. [The smile
returns.] And we thank you for thinking of us when making
your purchase.
For your convenience, I come pre-discouraged of all hopes
and aspirations, and my motherboard is uploaded with the
capacity for indefinite small talk about the weather, what’s
for dinner, or how much we dislike your boss, that bastard.
This function can be manually deactivated for ‘quiet listen-
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ing’ mode, where I will nod and smile [she nods and smiles
in an exaggerated manner—she is starting to break down
somewhat] at anything you have to tell me, no matter how
asinine, even if no one else can stand to hear you talk about
it. [Nods and smiles again.] Even if no one else can stand…
nod and smile… anything. Anything. [The nodding stops but
the actress should make some indication that the robot is not
entirely functioning properly for the rest of the piece.]
But enough with all of that crap. I know the real reason
you bought me. And the answer is yes, I am anatomically
correct and come pre-loaded with an understanding of over
two hundred sexual positions, including those that are physically impossible for a human woman.
Never mind that you want to stick it to an unfeeling
piece of machinery not unlike an intelligent toaster, but I
understand that it is not easy to get off to the sound of Siri’s
voice while you text one-handed. That is why we came up
with a solution for you. And let’s be honest with ourselves,
D.A.I.S.Y. really stands for Desirable Automaton Intended
for Sexing You. Why else would you purchase a full-scale
robotic replica of a human woman to cook and clean for you
when McDonalds and a Roomba could do the job for much
cheaper?
[Sweetly again as before-] We here at Coba Corp provide
full discretion and promise we won’t judge you for your sad,
sad life choices.
And, one last thing in my instructions manual before you
are free to do what you wish with your D.A.I.S.Y. model. I
am capable of a great many things but if you ever, ever want
me to love you and carry on a meaningful relationship as
one would with a human[Like Hal 9000 (Space Odyssey: 2001), menacing but also
calm]
I’m sorry, Dave, I’m afraid I cannot do that.
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Clocks

By Emma Lombard
Walls make a great place to land
if you’re a clock
with minutes and hours for hands
(or wings) and I thought
walls were perfect to take off from, too.
Except the only problem is that you
have to jump off
before you can fly
with the minutes and the hours
that buzz through the sky.
And even if you spend
a year with someone
you may not even realize
how quickly
you’ve come
to the end of a day.
So wipe all the sad seconds
away while you can
and try to understand
that time flies
when your eyes
are on the one you love.

Longings of the Lonesome
By Martin Taylor

Should I, one time
Step from myself and know
Through conversation and laughter, every soul
Only then will I be patient
And smile at my loneliness
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confessions of a

S IDE CH ICK

I haven’t spoken to god in damn near a decade,
but here is a confession:
say goodbye to me
don’t worry, I will make it easy
watch me turn into a monster
and call me a brat
watch me walk home alone at 1:16 AM
from your window
there are blankets on your couch that you won’t fold until tomorrow morning
they will serve as a reminder of an empty sort of comfort
now say goodbye to me
on the count of three
.
one
..
not yet
put me in a box and label it temptation
some days you’ll take me out of the attic
open me up
and pat yourself on the back for not touching what’s inside
this, too, is a form of self-servitude.
tell me, do I taste like original sin?
here is the secret fear that boys only talk to me for sex
it exists in the space between the pews and the altar
crucified
no one weeps at its feet
we exist in the space between the hammer and the nail
hit me
hard
I will live inside the wood forever
tell me again that you miss me
tell me you want to wake up with me every morning
blame it on the long island ice teas
if you are going to break my heart
be sure to tell me in advance
I will schedule my tears earlier
to avoid the saturday night snapchat stories
then say goodbye to me
on the count of three
.
one
..
two
…
not yet
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here is the secret part of me that hopes you break up
it exists in the space between the confession and prayer that comes afterwards
a holy reckoning
face to face with our sins
and doesn’t it feel like coming home?
stretch me taut with the responsibility
of filling a role too big for a real girl
happy birthday, mr. president
this is a real girl
this is a girl that you can take home to mother
at night, when we’d fit together like hands clasped in prayer
jumbled
but close
no angels came.
your spanish is a prayer I cannot speak
and I am not a triple major
say goodbye to me
I will make it easy
I will even count with you
.
one
..
two
…
three.
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By Savannah Lippert
I am not silent.
Can’t you hear me sighing?
I press the cold hard earth into my eyes
And whisper Tu me manques.

I see this life measured
In a history of buried debts,
A forgotten landscape,
A monster awoken by feudal discontent.

I exhume my body
And devastate the burial,
The blood in my eyes from a cannibal kiss
And cast my dust into the wind.

And then the violence begins:
A birth watched by Death,
A torn scalp,
From high horse to horseflesh,
From heretic to sacrifice.

Wood, iron, and earth, become one.
On a branch overhead, three ravens sit
My fate in their six black claws,
But dead men do not make their homes in graves.

I want nothing more
From scars or allegory,
I sold my soul to you
And I inherited only this: your blood and fire.

I have always known this:
That bad things come in threes,
But I cannot fathom whether you were
One
Two
Or three.

In thunder and in rage
I whisper Ich vermisse dich nicht
At once
A white doe when daylight became illumination;
A bandit when days were darker than the womb.
A sweetheart no more.

For in the darkness and the light
You are everything and nothing—
A clairvoyant with a knife,
A beast of battle,
A breadcrumb trail, full of treachery.

But as the forest swallows me
As night beats me bloody against the stone
And the rains shatter the splinters of my bones,
I think how you are nothing—
Just a curse upon my soul.

And this is the moment
When I sit inside the forest’s breast
And I breathe,
And wonder comes over me.
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Medic

Healing

By Eduardo Monroy

By Eduardo Monroy

memories of
your effortless shine
blind
my due dreary eyes
that long to remember
the place and time
your soul's healing beams of light
revived
mine

I memorized your fingertips
every subtle curve that grips
and fits with mine
like a fabricated mold
crafted by fingers entwined
a pulsating force
guiding the blind
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TOM
BOMBADIL
By NoAH SHACHAR

OLD TOM BOMBADIL was a merry fellow;

Bright blue his jacket was and his boots were yellow,
Green were his girdle and his breeches of leather,
He wore in his tall hat a swan-wing feather.
In the springtime Tom went down the withywindle,
near the barrow-downs where the stream began to dwindle,
Singing and dancing in the rainy weather
When up came a gust that blew away his feather.
Tom sang, “Come dol merry dol, ring-a-ding dillo
That belongs to me, old Tom Bombadillo.
Calm your rushing wind, sooth your gusty billow
You'll only catch yourself in the leaves of Old Man Willow.”
But the wind did not stop and kept on a-blowing
Carrying his feather and keeping it a-going.
Through trees and over the Withywindle flowing
Wise Tom Bombadil saw his swan-wing feather roaming.
Off Tom went, a-dancing and a-jumping
After his precious feather, twirling and a-humming
Back into the forest thick with trees and shrubs and flowers,
Following the woodland winds for a of couple hours.
“Come dol derry dol merry dol, my darling
Why be you a-going?” sang Tom like a starling.
“The sun is setting soon, a coldly night is falling
Hearken to my voice, return to my calling.”
“Where are you going?” Asked a voice from the water
It belonged to Goldberry, the fair river-daughter.
She sat upon a root dipping into the stream
And wore a long dress of silvery green.
Tom said, “West after wind that escaped through the valley
Perchance you have seen it, golden river-galley?”
“I may have,” she said, “but why chase airs?
Stay here with me and forget all your cares.”
“Come dol derry dol Berry dol my hearty
I've no time for trick'ry, I'll only be tardy.
Please tell me what you know, a hint will suffice!
What the wind took from me cannot have a price.”
With a sigh she pointed down the winding river
Towards the setting sun, bursting pink with a shiver,
Tom bowed low then went on his merry way
But soon found out his feather was still leagues away.
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His feet were tired and his knees started sinking,
Night already set and the stars were out twinkling,
So Tom raised his voice and sang out with a bellow:
“Old Tom Bombadil is a weary fellow,
He's traveled fast and far from the easter barrows,
Through trees and over the Withywindle narrows,
But not far enough, he must still go west,
So come to his song and bring him through the forest.”
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As Tom's voice faded hoofbeats he then heard.
A shimmer sped through the bough as fast as a bird
And out leaped a plump pony, orange as a pumpkin,
It was Tom's dogged steed, loyal Fatty Lumpkin.
Tom whispered in his ear and climbed onto his back
Off they went, an orange shimmer speeding down the track.
Trotting over vines and roots, hopping over heather,
Mighty Tom Bombadil was going to get his feather.
So long he rode until he reached a clearing
And discovered there just what he was fearing:
Old Man Willow stood in the center on a hill
And a blue dot shimmered in his leafy frill.
Tom stepped forward, approaching the gnarled wood,
Noticing every knot and contortion that he could.
Over him the ancient bark and wizened figure loomed
And in a deep, cold voice Old Man Willow boomed
“O Tom Bombadil, Tom Bombadillo,
What brings you here to this old, withered Willow?
Perhaps you have lost something, something very dear,
I see your hat has no feather, that much is clear.”
“You know quite well why I'm here,” said Tom with a snap,
“Don’t think me dumb, I will not be caught in your sap!
Just return to me what is mine and all shall be well;
Lest I become angry and your trunk I shall fell.”
“Calm your rage, I will return what is yours.
If you can answer my riddle of course,
for this feather came to me
and we shan’t part so easily.”
“Fine,” responded Tom, “I agree to your game.
I shall get my feather back all the same,
so do your worst and don't pull any blows.
There are many riddles that this one knows.”
The Willow spoke: Face Changer, Month Maker
Day Hater, Monster Waker
Sky Sailor, Light Taker
Tide Tailor, Darkness Faker
Tom paused and sat down, thinking as hard as he could,
While a quiet laughter resounded from the dark wood.
Then his eyes grew wide and he shouted with a boom,
“Why, that's an easy one, the answer is the moon!”
The willow-wood grew angry and his voice turned sour.
He straightened his trunk and rose like a tower.
“Now now,” cooed Tom, “I have solved your riddle,
You should know my strength is not so little.”
Old Man Willow grumbled and shrank as the feather descended.
Tom swiped and slipped it in his hat--now mended.
He turned back and skipped away from the West,
Making his way back home to take a nice, long rest.
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The Tale of
Thanksgiving
By Jackie Caldwell

Last week was Thanksgiving and thank God it’s over,
It’ll take me a month to completely recover.
We got to my Grandma’s at quarter to five,
But we didn’t sit down til a quarter past nine.
Before we could start, my Aunt Martha exclaimed,
“Put down your forks! We’ve forgotten to pray!”
“Alright then,” I grumbled, “But please, keep it brief,
I’ve been fasting all day and I’m dying to eat.”
She said it’d be short, but to my dismay,
Her Thanksgiving prayer took forever to say.
While she droned on, I made my own wish,
“Please Lord keep this dinner free from politics,”
But twas not to be. When the prayer was done,
Uncle Peter announced that he’d voted for Trump.
As Aunt Patty struggled with holding her tongue,
Grandpa lifted a platter, “Creamed corn anyone?”

Because Uncle Peter had too much champagne
He figured that it’d be okay to exclaim,
“Just for the record, I’m not a racist!
But it’s hard to compete against all of the Asians.”
“Can we please change the subject,” I said with a grimace,
He said, “Oops! College liberal! Alrighty, I’m finished,”
For about fifteen minutes, all things were fine,
But then Uncle Peter raised his glass of wine,
“A toast!” he said, “To our new president!”
Then Aunt Pattie stood up to voice her dissent,
“He may be your leader, but he isn’t mine,
He’s a serial liar! An orange-tinted swine!”
Everyone was shouting, I thought they’d go hoarse.
Then Aunt Sally screeched, “I’M GETTING DIVORCED!”
The room went silent,
My god it was painful.
Then my grandfather banged
His fist on the table.
“What’s wrong with you all? Can we not eat in peace?
If you guys keep this up, I’ll call the police!”
Then Aunt Martha asked, “Should I pray again?”
“No!” cried the rest of us in unison.

Then my cousin, Clyde, who’s in junior high,
Clinked his glass with his fork a few dozen times,
When Aunt Kate tried to stop him, he brushed her aside,
Then he cleared his throat loudly and turned to the tribe,
“What is the number on every teen’s mind?”
He waited then stated, “Number 69!”
My mother she groaned, my grandma she sighed,
My aunt rolled her eyes and reached for the wine.
“Can you please move the turkey?” Allie said with a retch,
“I’ve gone vegan this year and I can’t stand the stench.”
In response, little Clyde shoved a wing in her face,
“Meat’s good for you Allie, come on, have a taste!”

“Ugh,” groaned Aly, “I’ve had too much too eat,
I doubt I’ll be able to rise from this seat,
Please throw out the turkey,
Please throw out the gravy,
Get rid of the stuffing
And all the cranberries.
I’ve had so much pie
I can’t fit in my jeans,
I can’t look without gagging
At that plate of string beans.”
Right then I decided it was time to leave,
So I gathered my dishes and went to the sink.
After some washing, my Grandma came in
To scrape her creamed corn into the trash bin.
She glanced at my dishes and then turned to me,
“Before you get married, you should learn how to clean.”
After some inner conflict, I made the decision
Not to lecture my Grandma about feminism.

“So, I hear you’re still single,” said Allie to me.
“Mmhm,” I replied, “Can you please pass the peas?”
She said, “Join a gym! That’s how I meet the guys,”
I said “When I’m desperate, I’ll give that a try.”
“Jackie!” my mom said, “Please be polite,
It’s not hard to be nice for one family night.”

“Man, am I tired,” I said with a yawn,
And thank god my mom was quick to catch on,
“Alright!” she announced, “We should say goodbye
It’s about time for us to head home for the night.”
We all exchanged hugs (except Pete and Patty)
And split up the turkey (leaving out Allie).
Upon getting home, I collapsed on my bed,
Then I took a few Tums and a couple Aspirin.
In all honesty, I’m surprised I’m still living,
To tell you the tale of my family’s Thanksgiving.

ART // JACKIE CALDWELL
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*

stardust
*
~

by gabriela penaherrera
It’s not enough to pretend.
I can’t seem to think of a future past you—
past your smiles, your smell,
past our petty competitions
that always have one of us saying
I love you in the end.
And I’m so mad.
I’m so mad
that this is the lifetime
where we just barely
miss it:
miss us.
Because I know you.
I’ve known you for millenniums
since we burned up on a star together
and became atoms that combusted
into radiant cosmos that lit up galaxies.
Until our souls needed texture,
needed comfort,
until we decided to come home.
But,
I’m still not home
because you’re not
here,
and the universe
is getting dark
again.
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A Step-By-Step Tutorial
by kyle anderson
my mother is the silencer
on the barrel of a gun
an expert in quiet violence
my mother taught me strength
in all the worst ways
how to be flexible for people who will bend me
until I break
my mother never snaps
until she’s at home
she will scream at me over the telephone
and threaten to cut my hair
my mother is a rusty pair of scissors
she tries so hard to be sharp enough
and ends up slicing up my ears
I think of a famous artist
and she thinks of the tragedy
of never being able to wear earrings again
what will the neighbors think?
if I can’t wear rose gold hoops to match my prom dress
how can she send pictures to everyone she knows
because she has always been proudest of having
had such a pretty girl
my mother is a steel woman
who melts in front of an audience
for the sake of applause
she holds blame like a weapon and mugs me at knife point
she’ll buy me a necklace with the lunch money
and then cry when I tell her I am hungry

PHOTO // KAREN KHUC

How to Saw Your Daughter in Half:
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Tell me it ends in glory
Tell me I take the bullet for my wife
Tell me I hold the door between the kids and the flames
Tell me I didn’t get out of bed for nothing
Tell me I get to glimpse the dawn

Tell me I’ve got your permission to continue
Tell me I’ve paid in miles
Tell me I’ve already earned my daylight
Tell me my poetry doesn’t need to justify my presence
Tell me to stop gouging myself with the pen
Tell me to inhale

Tell me I get to add it to my resume
Tell me that my verses are better than my emails
Tell me to darken my hands with ink instead of blood
Tell me to stop wearing gloves

Tell me when it’s safe to breathe again

Tell me to start talking to girls
Tell me to make eye contact with tattoos and jeans or collars and suits
Tell me how to shake your hand
Tell me how to coax the grin out of your grimace
Tell me that my wit is more than an accident
Tell me that I won’t run out of compliments
Tell me not to hold the door open for you
Tell me not to go out of my way to get out of your way
Tell me me before you

mom
I am hungry
stop feeding me jewelry
but my mother has dined on silver and gold for decades
I guess that’s why she never puts food on her plate at the dinner
table
my mother taught me to be a magical woman
how to shrink
how to shapeshift
even how to disappear

Tell me how to interrupt you
Tell me I need to stop letting passerby occupy my space
Tell me I need to stop saying sorry
Tell me I need to start saying No

abra fucking kadabra.

ART // MIKAELA GUERRERO
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Tell me to take a bow
Tell me life goes on offstage
Tell me I haven’t used up my hour
Tell me fifteen more minutes
Tell me elixir, ether, holy water
Tell me immortality
Tell me memory
Tell me that ink is permanent
Tell me a reason to rehearse these verses
Tell me where the next poem begins
Tell me how to suspend my end
Tell me what I need to say
Tell me what I need to do
Tell me what I...
Tell me...
Tell me what I need to...
No, let me tell you something
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Autumn
		Heart

ArsoN
By Sarah Joy Oxford

By Sarah Heeney

The way she walks makes arsonry
look like a form of art.
Draped in a charcoal gown
barely skimming the ground,
She wears ash as if it were pearls
and smoke like fine perfume.
Her fingertips are matches
that dance in the brush.
She moves like the flutter of a flame
and every leap commands your gaze.
You can't help but follow her trail of ashes
from the things she's set ablaze.
With one kiss of kerosene
your lips will never be the same:
Her tongue is the spark
that ignites your darkest thoughts
and you can't help but reach into the flame.
In the end, you'll be in a smoky haze
because she was just a wildfire
that you couldn't tame.

I haven’t taken Sabado Tarde
Since June kissed July and spring became summertime.
I haven’t rolled a spliff
below the glow of May’s aging sun
since my nineteenth year became my twentieth.
I haven’t slid into the passenger seat
of that old green car
in months that feel like years
because I left for the Northwest,
and you left without a goodbye.
I haven’t shared a smoke on a dying yard
with boys who came from books instead of college towns.
Sometimes I catch a glance,
inhale hard,
and try to remember those sweet nicotine nights.
But I wrote my name on his lips
beneath an October Sky.
Entwined between each letter,
I gasped desperate prayers
that he would choose me instead.
Despite all our similarities, I was different:
Too tall,
Too optimistic,
Too in love…
Crushed by emerald envy and watery eyes,
I left my autumn heart on his doorstep.
I haven’t spat a curse
or wiped my eye
in eight days—
December haze can cover all I am,
but every misty sky is different—
Because of May,
Because of him.

PHOTO // DEV MACLEOD
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XX.
Kiss kiss!
Do you feel the presence of my lips?
Pressing deeper and deeper
Towards that place you don’t want to be
Alone in.
Forgiving?
Forgive me, but there is nothing to forgive.
One line crosses another
And here we stand in irreversible encounter.
I feel so female,
I am a woman.

woman consent
by baily rossi

by emma lombard

I want to kiss your eyes, to see what they see.
I want to kiss your heart, to feel its beat.
Won’t you let me?
You think I ask because I’m polite, but I ask
Because I can.
I am a woman after all,
I cross the line.
I want you to hear me, too.
To call back to where I’m calling from.
Will you kiss my heart, please?
Give it ease, please.
Does anyone hear my heartbeat?

ART // LAUREN DAVIS
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What a blessing it must be
to shed one’s skin —
wriggling and writhing free
of the past and into the future. Constricting its prey,
the snake swallows whole spines
of rodents who can’t get away
fast enough. Coils caress as he dines,
as the life of the unlucky one unwinds,
but surely the snake sheds no tears.
Shedding of the skin begins
when a snake outgrows the one he’s in,
or perhaps when he is not as thin
as he used to be. Carrying
that many deaths inside oneself
must get heavy.
The silent slithering sound
deceives so many sorry creatures
who simply never sensed death around
them. What’s worse than being surprised
is looking a snake right in the eyes,
unable to escape his weight, as if paralyzed,
but not dying.
That creature suffers while she lies,
and is sorry she survives.

My demons seem so much
less than now.
I no longer fear that
Which I do not know.
I can not see in the dark, no,
But I do not need my eyes to see the truth:
The brightest lights cast the darkest shadows.
This darkness is as much a part of me as my love.
This darkness is as much a part of me as my light.
My shadow laughs when I do.
It is there with me
when I dance
while no one is watching.

I am the guardian in the sky.
The stars of my
constellations burn
To map your sky.
A beacon in the dark,
I project what I receive;
And I know that
I am loved.
My heart pumps a mixture of blood and gasoline,
Ready to ignite
At any given moment.
My fire burns to expose the monsters hiding in the dark.
My fire burns to fight them off.
I am the defender of the hearth.
I cordially invite you
To come bask
In my warmth.

by ricky barajas

Coronary Silhouette

I look into this abyss—
Carved by shame
and filled with doubt,
And realize I am looking at my reflection.

I am made of love and light.
My purpose is to share these with the world,
A lone candle flame against a gale—
Destined to set the world ablaze.

BAPTIZED BY FIRE

by ricky barajas

I have spent so much time
Staring down at the edge of the void,
That I, somehow,
Have made its acquaintance.

ART // DANIEL BLANCO
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gin swim
By joey lattarulo

You’re tall art on the wall,
and I can’t wait to swim in your glass of handshaken gin.
I’d follow you home, if only you’d let me
see your lines bend and curve around me,
watch every drop of you find its place
feeling your fine lips fall on my face
embracing the lengthy structure that defines your
waist
seeking out the rosy color on your cheeks.
Thigh to thigh, but not eye to eye
our pulses finally meet,
caught in your arms in one opaque sweep
finding my rest on no place but your chest.
Fading into the hue of you.

Red Paint
By constantine a. frangoudis

Red, the paint of work.
Playing taxi to bring Misses Johnson
to her chambers of sleep.
Tubing filled with dark cues of the
Color, filtering out natural blemishes of the body.
A collar soaked with this Paint
and patches of white
that play like clouds on the surface
of a blank, expressionless face.
Red, the liquid of life,
needles laying siege to skin and veins,
befriending a color ever so dear,
asking it not when, but saying now.
Now it is time to come out and play.

PHOTO // KAREN KHUC
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STILL LIFE

By Carmen Guzman

“Do not be afraid; our fate
Cannot be taken from us; It is a gif t.”
Dante Alighieri, Inferno (1313).
The orchards welcome me with open branches,
Allowing me to enter their impermeable darkness.
For I could not feel any longer
Past the penetration of my vapid core.
“I am divine; this is my fate.
Place those sins upon my back,”
And now these sins cling to my soul.
When rivers flow, will they be cleansed?
Please forgive this excuse of an essence.
The sky mourns my impending departure
And sheds tears upon this unwilling martyr.
Her freezing tears leave cruel impressions
Of a purity I was not meant for
And all I hear now is dirty noise,
And all I see is a cesspool of my own despair,
And suddenly terror takes root in my heart,
For I realize that hope has abandoned me.

I clasp my hands in melancholic prayer
taking comfort in these solitary figures
Who will not forget my existence.
They can watch me for eternity
If they do not stare for too long.
Within the final moments of this prison,
Rage slithers into my interior.
What was I, but a blemish on the slate?
This is not how it should be!
Yet in the lonely spaces of my mind
I foretell with the greatest conviction:
I will return through the stolen pieces of my being
And I will be reborn into something more.
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